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Aggressive! and! antisocial! behaviour! is! associated! with! impaired! emotion! regulation! and!
neurobiological!alterations! that!are!reflected!on!the! level!of!autonomic!as!well!as! central!nervous!
system!functioning.!Recent!research!on!central!autonomic!control!–!as!posited!in!the!neurovisceral!





















suggest! that! resting! ANS! activity,! especially! heart! rate,! might! not! be! as! strongly! correlated! with!
antisocial!behaviour!as!previously!assumed.!In!addition,!the!novel!finding!of!higher!respiration!rate!in!







CD! group! might! represent! a! more! severe! psychopathological! subgroup! with! more! pronounced!
emotion! regulation! problems.!Our! findings! of! the! neural! correlates! of! implicit! emotion! regulation!
additionally!support!the!notion!of!CD!being!characterised!by!deficient!emotion!regulation.!Moreover,!
we!reported!negative!correlations!between!resting!heart!rate!variability!and!brain!structure!in!CAN!



























health! institutions! (Steiner,! Daniels,! Stadler,! &! Kelly,! 2017).! The! two! main! diagnoses! under! the!
umbrella! term! of! DBD! are! conduct! (CD)! and! oppositional! defiant! disorder! (ODD).! CD! is! a! clinical!






to! female! adolescents.! These!gender! differences! are! evident! as! early! as! in! 17!months! old! infants!
(Baillargeon!et!al.,!2007).!Recent!evidence!shows!increasing!prevalence!rates!for!girls.!Thus,!research!
recognizes! the!need! to! consider! this!understudied!group!more! systematically.! Importantly,! female!
adolescents!with! DBD!might! have! different! needs! than! their!male! counterparts,! requiring! specific!
treatment!programme!adaptations!(Kersten!et!al.,!2016).!Due!to!the!heterogeneity!of!antisocial!and!
aggressive!behaviour,! a!number! of! attempts!have!been!made! to! characterise! various! subtypes!or!
phenotypes,!e.g.,!proactive/reactive!aggression,!conduct!disorder!with!elevated!psychopathic/callousO
unemotional! traits! (CU),! or! in! combination! with! internalising! symptoms! or! previous! traumatic!
experiences!(Steiner!et!al.,!2017).!CU!traits!comprising!a!lack!of!empathy,!reduced!guilt!or!reduced!
affective! responding! have! been! identified! as! important! subtyping! characteristics! of! children! and!
adolescents! with! antisocial! behaviour,! although! CU! traits! can! also! occur! in! typicallyOdeveloping!
children!and!adolescents!(Fanti,!Demetriou,!&!Kimonis,!2013;!Herpers,!Rommelse,!Bons,!Buitelaar,!&!
Scheepers,!2012;!Raschle,!Menks,!et!al.,!2017).!In!addition!to!the!empathy!deficits,!three!other!neuroO
cognitive! core!mechanisms! have! been! identified! to! be! dysfunctional! in! adolescents! with! conduct!
problems:! acute! threat! response,! reinforcementObased! decisionOmaking,! response! inhibition! (Blair,!
Veroude,!&! Buitelaar,! 2016).! Response! inhibition,! as! an! executive! function,! is! related! to! emotion!
regulation!(Jiang,!Li,!Du,!&!Fan,!2016;!Teper!&!Inzlicht,!2013)!which!is!altered!(Roberton,!Daffern,!&!










the! following! section! autonomic! correlates! of! aggressive! behaviour! are! introduced.! Further,! the!
central!autonomic!control!and!its!relationship!to!emotion!regulation!and!aggression!will!be!highlighted!











inner! and! outer! circumstances! and! is! crucial! for! the! health! and! wellObeing! of! oneself! and! others!
(DeSteno,!Gross,!&!Kubzansky,!2013;!Ekman,!2003).!Emotions!can!be!considered!as!a!driving!force!of!
















categorised!according!to! the!process!model!of!emotion!regulation! (Gross!&!Jazaieri,!2014).!As! this!
model!is!based!on!the!modal!model!of!emotion!generation!(Fig!1,!centre),!it!allows!to!illustrate!in!which!
stage! of! this! process! the! emotion! regulation! strategy! is! located.! Five!main! categories! of! emotion!
regulation! strategies! are! derived! from! this! model:! situation! selection,! situation! modification,!












A!recent! framework! (Braunstein,!Gross,!&!Ochsner,!2017),!which! is!complementary! to! the!process!
model!of!emotion!regulation,!organises!emotion!regulation!strategies!on!two!orthogonal!dimensions:!
goals!and!processes!of!emotion!regulation.!The!goals!range!from!explicit!to!implicit,!which!means!that!
an! individual! consciously! or! unconsciously! maintains! an! emotion! regulation! goal,! whereas! the!
processes!to!achieve!this!goal!can!range!from!controlled!to!automatic.!Thus,!the!combinations!included!
in!this!framework!lead!to!four!classes!of!emotion!regulation!strategies.!The!bulk!of!knowledge!acquired!
in! this! research! field! is! about! explicitOcontrolled! emotion! regulation! which! includes! for! instance!
selective!attention,!distraction!and!reappraisal.!ImplicitOcontrolled!emotion!regulation!can!arise!as!a!




2017)! or! emotional! go/noOgo! paradigm! (Casey! et! al.,! 2011;! Hare! et! al.,! 2008).! The! interaction! of!
cognitive!and!affective!systems!plays!a!crucial!role!for!the!regulation!of!emotions!(Ochsner!et!al.,!2012).!
Diverse! neuropsychological! tasks! can! be! applied! to! assess! these! systems,! either! separately! or! in!









Emotion! regulation! can!be!measured!on!a! subjective,! behavioural! as!well! as!on!a! biological! level.!
Numerous! neuroimaging! studies! contributed! to! reveal! the! brains! network! involved! in! emotion!
regulation.!The!above!mentioned!interplay!!between!cognitive!control!and!affective!systems!in!order!
to! modify! emotional! responses! is! reflected! by! frontoOlimbic! interactions! (Ochsner! et! al.,! 2012).!










2018).! The! four! following! regions! have! been! identified! as! control! regions! being!most! consistently!
activated!in!controlled!emotion!regulation!based!on!a!review!(Ochsner!et!al.,!2012)!and!several!metaO
analyses!(Buhle!et!al.,!2014;!Diekhof,!Geier,!Falkai,!&!Gruber,!2011;!Kohn!et!al.,!2014;!Morawetz,!Bode,!









within! the!vmPFC!together!with! the!affective!region!of! the!amygdala!exhibited!reduced!activity! in!
response!to!negative!emotional!stimuli!in!the!DBD!group!with!a!high!level!of!CU!traits!compared!to!
healthy!adolescents!and!adolescents!with!DBD,!but!low!in!callousOunemotional!traits.!In!addition,!the!
DBD!group!showed!a!decreased! insula!response! in! trials!with!high!cognitive!load!compared!to!the!
healthy!group.!!
As!mentioned!above,! aggression! can!be! considered!as!deficient! emotion! regulation!which! reflects!
abnormalities! in! the! underlying! emotion! regulation! network! of! the! brain! (Davidson! et! al.,! 2000).!
Accordingly,!brain!regions!involved!in!emotion!regulation!exhibit!structural!and!functional!alterations!
in!adolescents!with!aggression!(Raschle,!Menks,!Fehlbaum,!Tshomba,!&!Stadler,!2015;!Rogers!&!De!
Brito,! 2016).! Further! evidence! from! experimental! studies! manipulating! brain! activity! through!
stimulation! highlight! the! importance! of! the! PFC! for! the! regulation! of! emotion! and! aggression.!
Aggression,!which!has!been!induced!through!social!exclusion,!has!been!reduced!after!stimulation!of!

















situation! (e.g.,! cardiorespiratory! system)! while! at! the! same! time! inhibiting! the! parts! which! are!
irrelevant!for!the!situation!(e.g.,!digestive!system).!This!activation!and!inhibition!occurs!through!two!






has! been! confirmed! as! a! robust! physiological! correlate! of! antisocial! behaviour! including,! e.g.,!
aggression,!psychopathy!and!CD!and!ODD!(Ortiz!&!Raine,!2004;!Portnoy!&!Farrington,!2015).!However,!
since!higher!PNS!and/or!lower!SNS!activity!could!result!in!low!heart!rate,!it!is!not!possible!to!distinguish!
which! ANS! branch! is! causing! the! low! heart! rate.! Respiration! is! closely! related! to! heart! rate,! as!
inhalation!increases!heart!rate!and!exhalation!decreases!it,!causing!heart!rate!variability!(HRV)!or!more!
specifically! a!phenomenon!known!as! respiratory! sinus! arrhythmia.!Respiratory! sinus! arrhythmia! is!
caused!by!the!PNS!–!as!only!this!part!of!the!ANS!is!fast!enough!to!manifest!those!beatOtoObeat!changes!
in!heart!rate!(Grossman!&!Taylor,!2007).!Thus,!HRV!has!been!used!as!an!indicator!of!cardiac!PNS!activity!

















include! depressive! and! anxiety! symptoms,! have! been! associated! with! autonomic! overOarousal,!




Hipwell,! StouthamerOLoeber,! &! Loeber,! 2012).! Additionally,! sex! differences! in! ANS! activity! might!










Meissner,!Bär,!&!Napadow,!2013;!Ruiz!Vargas,! Sörös,! Shoemaker,!&!Hachinski,! 2016;! Thayer,!Ahs,!
Fredrikson,!Sollers,!&!Wager,!2012).!This!interplay!of!CNS!and!ANS!supports!the!appropriate!situational!
adaption!of!an!individual.!Neuronally,!the!central!autonomic!network!(CAN:!associated!areas!include!






ANS,! indexed! by! HRV! combined! with! functional! neuroimaging.! The! activity! in! the! ventromedial!
prefrontal! cortex! and! the! amygdala!were! significantly! associated!with! HRV.! Beissner! et! al.! (2013)!
followed!a!more!comprehensive!analysis!approach!including!all!studies!relating!brain!activity!to!ANS!
outflow!measures!of!the!SNS!and/or!PNS.!The!amygdala,!the!insula!and!midOcingulate!cortices!were!














Fewer! studies! investigated! the! link! between! resting! ANS! activity! and! brain! structure.!Woodward,!
Kaloupek,!Schaer,!Martinez,!and!Eliez!(2008)!showed!a!positive!association!between!resting!HRV!and!
the! cortical! volume! in! the! right! ACC! in! combat! veterans.! This! finding! was! not! influenced! by! the!
presence! of! postOtraumatic! stress! disorder.!Winkelmann! et! al.! (2016)! found! a! positive! correlation!
between!resting!HRV!with!cortical!thickness!in!an!area!of!the!right!anterior!midcingulate!cortex!(aMCC)!
in!healthy!adults.!In!another!study!–!including!healthy!adults!–!cortical!thickness,!especially!in!the!left!
mPFC,!was! positively! correlated!with!HRV! and! negatively!with! sympathetic! nerve! activity! (Wood,!
Badrov,!Speechley,!&!Shoemaker,!2017).!Yoo!et!al.!(2018)!found!significant!correlations!between!HRV!
and!cortical!thickness!in!the!left!rostral!ACC!and!the!left!lateral!orbitofrontal!cortex!(OFC)!in!adults.!

























&! Jazaieri,! 2014).! Moreover,! an! experimental! study! manipulating! the! level! of! PNS! activity! was!
conducted!to!assess!the!relationship!between!HRV!and!emotional!processes.!Mechanical!nonOinvasive!
carotid! baroreceptor! stimulation! was! applied,! enhancing! PNS! outflow! via! the! baroreflex,! which!
decreased!the!activity!within!the!left!amygdala!during!the!appraisal!of!fearful!faces.!Those!individuals!
with! lower!HRV! showed!a! stronger! reaction! to! carotid! stimulation! indexed!by!a! greater! amygdala!
deactivation!combined!with!lower!selfOreported!fear!intensity,!compared!to!individuals!with!higher!
HRV!(Makovac!et!al.,!2015).!!




































are! used! to! classify! individuals.! Subsequently,! it! can! be! investigated! whether! they! differ! in!
Chapter!1!General!Introduction!
15!
neurobiological! activity.! However,! the! validity! of! the! categorical! diagnostic! system! has! been!
questioned! (Lilienfeld! &! Treadway,! 2016).! An! alternative! dimensional! approach! is! the! Research!
Domain!Criteria!(RDoC)!framework!developed!by!the!National!Institute!of!Mental!Health.!Shifting!away!
from!the!categorical!approach,!RDoC!aims!at! identifying!core!systems! (biological,!cognitive,!social,!
positive/negative!valence)! that! are! impaired!across!psychopathology,! examining! the! interaction!of!
multiple! biological! systems! as! determinants! of! psychopathological! vulnerability! and! identifying!
biological! transdiagnostic! constructs.! The! neurovisceral! integration! model! aligns! with! RDoC!
(Beauchaine!&!Thayer,! 2015).!Recent! findings!on!a! general! psychopathology! factor! suggest! that! a!
dimensional! approach! captures! psychopathology! better! than! a! categorical! approach! (Caspi! et! al.,!
2014).!Thus,!we!chose!to!compare!two!analysis!approaches!on!the!same!sample!(chapter!2!&!3).!
In! chapter! 2!we! set! out! to! investigate! our! research! aims! in! a! categorical!way! –! based! on!DSMO5!
diagnoses!–!to!compare!individuals!with!and!without!conduct!disorder.!Further,!we!aim!to!investigate!
ANS! patterns! underlying! different! subgroups! of! CD! females! –! based! on! DSMO5:! CD! with! limited!
prosocial! emotions! (LPE)! and! CD! with! comorbid! internalising! disorders.! In! chapter! 3! we! follow! a!




Central! autonomic! control! and! emotion! regulation! share! overlapping! networks! in! the! brain.!!
Accordingly,!ANS!activity!has!been! related! to!emotion! regulation!and! to!brain! function! in! regions!
involved! in! emotion! regulation.! Adolescents! with! antisocial! and! aggressive! behaviour! exhibit!
functional!and!structural!alterations! in! the!emotion!regulation!network!of! the!brain.!However,! the!
neural!correlates!of!implicitOcontrolled!emotion!regulation!are!underOinvestigated!in!CD!patients.!Thus,!































































Methods:! Baseline! ANS! activity! was! measured! by! Heart! Rate! (HR),! Heart! Rate! Variability! (HRV;!
parasympathetic!activity),!PreOEjection!Period!(PEP;!sympathetic!activity),!and!Respiration!Rate!(RR).!






deviant! ANS! activity! –! especially! parasympathetic! activity! O! was! observed! in! CD! females! with!
internalizing! comorbidity.! The! psychophysiological! abnormalities! observed! in! this! subgroup! are!




























































levels! in! children!and!adolescents!presenting!antisocial! behavior! (Schoorl,!Van!Rijn,!De!Wied,!Van!
Goozen,!&!Swaab,!2016;!Scott!&!Weems,!2014;!Posthumus,!Böcker,!Raaijmakers,!Van!Engeland,!&!





problems,!which!might!explain! inconsistencies!between! studies.! In! addition,! sex!differences! could!
explain! some!of! these! conflicting! findings.!However,! the!metaOanalyses!by!Portnoy!and!Farrington!
(2015)!and!Ortiz!and!Raine!(2004)!did!not!identify!significant!gender!differences,!although!Portnoy!and!
Farrington! reported! that! the!association!between! low!arousal! and!antisocial! behavior!was!weaker!
amongst!females!than!amongst!males.!It!is!important!to!note!that!these!metaOanalyses!only!included!
a!handful! of! studies! investigating! clinicallyOdiagnosed! females!with!CD! (Ortiz!&!Raine:! 5!out!of! 40!
studies;!Portnoy!&!Farrtington:!14!out!of!115!studies).!Other!studies!that!have!investigated!clinical!




Most!studies!have! focused!on!heart! rate! (HR)! to!measure!ANS!activity,!but!HR! is!a!product!of! the!
antagonistic! effects! of! its! two! branches,! Sympathetic! Nervous! System! (SNS)! activity! and!
Parasympathetic!Nervous!System!(PNS)!activity.!The!SNS!and!PNS!may!each!have!distinct!associations!
with!emotional!and!behavioral!regulation,!and!thus!studying!SNS!and!PNS!activity!separately!can!better!
reveal! the! CDOANS! associations! than! using! a! combined! measure,! such! as! HR,! alone.! The! SNS! is!








deviant! SNS! and! PNS! activity! is! associated!with! a! variety! of!metabolic,! emotional! and! behavioral!
regulation!problems!(Grossman!&!Taylor,!2007;!Appelhans!&!Luecken,!2006).!Lower!PNS!activity!is!
associated!with!emotional!and!behavioral!problems!(Beauchaine!&!Thayer,!2015;!Thayer!&!Lane,!2009;!
Thayer! &! RuizOPadial,! 2006).! This! finding! also! accounts! for! antisocial! behavior! in! children! and!
adolescents!(Beauchaine!&!Thayer,!2015;!ElOSheikh!&!Erath,!2011).!The!Polyvagal!theory!explains!this!










































females;! (2)! investigate! sexObyOgroup! interactions! in!baseline!ANS!activity,! and! (3)! investigate!ANS!
patterns!underlying!different!subgroups!of!CD!females:!CD!with!limited!prosocial!emotions!(LPE+)!and!
CD!with!comorbid!internalizing!disorders.!This!study!will!thereby!contribute!to!our!understanding!of!
the! neurobiological! mechanisms! underlying! female! CD! and! might! enhance! our! ability! to! identify!
specific! subgroups! within! this! heterogeneous! group! on! the! basis! of! psychophysiological! activity.!
Eventually,! this!might! facilitate! the! identification!of!different! treatment! targets! in! females!with!CD!
relative!to!males.!We!hypothesized!that!we!would!find!lower!HR,!lower!PNS!activity,!and!lower!SNS!
activity,! but! higher! respiration! rate! in! females! and! males! with! CD! as! compared! to! controls.! In!
accordance!with!the!most!recent!metaOanalysis!in!this!field!(Portnoy!&!Farrington,!2015)!we!expected!
these! effects! to! be! stronger! for! males! than! for! females.! Furthermore,! we! hypothesized! that! the!
subgroup! of! females!with!CD! and! comorbid! internalizing! disorders!would! show! a! differential! ANS!






















M# SD# M# SD# t!! M# SD# M# SD# t!!
Age! 14.8! 2.0! 13.95! 2.5! 4.85**! 13.95! 2.6! 14.07! 2.6! O0.463!
IQ! 93.62! 11.9! 103.58! 12.8! O9.94**! 96.67! 13.8! 105.39! 11.9! O6.13**!
Medication!use! 33%! 0.5! 6.6%! 0.3! 8.64**! 33%! 0.5! 3.6%! 0.2! 7.75**!
BMI! 22.7! 4.6! 20.6! 4.1! 5.49**! 20.7! 4.1! 20.9! 4.3! O.39!
Smoking!
(cigarettes!per!day)!
6.20! 7.1! 0.3! 2.3! 12.52**! 5.00! 7.7! 0.7! 2.6! 6.02**!
Sports!
(hours!per!week)!
2.9! 3.2! 4.0! 3.9! O3.68**! 5.3! 5.3! 5.6! 5.2! O.44!










This! study! included! 1010! children! and! adolescents! (659! females:! 296! cases! and! 363! typically!
developing!controls;!351!males:!187!cases,!164!controls)!aged!between!9!and!18!years!(mean!=!14.22,!
SD!=!2.4).!The!participants!were!recruited!by!flyers,!advertising!in!internet!forums,!through!schools,!










for! any! current! psychiatric! disorder! (besides! learning! disorders),! and! were! free! of! CD,! ODD,! and!
AttentionODeficit/Hyperactivity!Disorder!(ADHD)!in!the!past.!Exclusion!criteria!for!both!controls!and!









is! a! standardized,! semiOstructured! clinical! interview! assessing! current! and! past! episodes! of!
psychopathology!in!children!and!adolescents!according!to!DSM!5!criteria.!Interviews!were!conducted!




























“Applies! very! well”! (4).! The! YPI! is! organized! into! three! dimensions! of! psychopathy:!
grandiose/manipulative,!callousOunemotional! (CU)!and! impulsive/irresponsible.!For! the!purposes!of!
the!current!study,!only!the!three!subscales!of!the!CU!dimension!were!used:!unemotionality!(e.g.,!“I!
















(PVCs)! and! Premature! Atrial! Contractions! (PACs)! or! lowOquality! ECG! signal! fragments,! and! were!




on! Respiration! Rate! was! derived! from! the! dZOsignal! (thorax! impedance).! The! VUODAMS! software!









































CD! 237!(80.1%)! 0! 158!(84.5%)! 0!
ODD! 203!(68.6%)! 0! 139!(74.3%)! 0!
ADHD! 88!(29.7%)! 0! 88!(47.1%)! 0!
! ! ! ! !
LPE!specifier! 102/274!(37.2%)! 47/358!(13.1%)! 86/173!(49.7%)! 33/155!(21.3%)!
!
Alcohol!Use!Disorder! 18!(6.1%)! 0! 12!(6.4%)! 0!
Substance!Use!Disorder! 46!(15.5%)! 0! 32!(17.1%)! 0!
internalizing#disorders!
ANY!INTERNALIZING!DISORDER!! 96!(32.4%)! 0! 41!(21.9%)! 0!
DEPRESSION! 56!(18.9%)! 0! 18!(9.6%)! 0!
ADJUSTMENT! 7!(2.4%)! 0! 2!(1.1%)! 0!
DMDD! 6!(2.0%)! 0! 5!(2.7%)! 0!
ANXIETY! 38!(12.8%)! 0! 18!(9.6%)! 0!
OCD! 5!(1.7%)! 0! 1!(0.5%)! 0!
PTSD! 27!(9.1%)! 0! 8!(4.3%)! 0!
Other!
TIC! 1!(.3%)! 0! 2!(1.1%)! 0!
ELIM! 8!(2.7%)! 0! 14!(7.5%)! 0!
EATING!DISORDER! 3!(1.0%)! 0! 0! 0!





















matrix:! Appendix! 1).! Age,! smoking,! sports,! medication,! BMI! and! SES! all! have! been! identified! as!
variables!to!impact!ANS!(Hu,!Lamers,!de!Geus,!&!Penninx,!2017;!Piotrowska,!Stride,!Croft,!&!Rowe,!
2015;!Koenig!et!al.,!2014;!Licht,!Penninx,!&!de!Geus,!2012;!Alvarez!&!Pahissa,!2010;!O'Brien!&!Oyebode,!














































manual! inspection! of! the! ECG/ICG! complexes.! Subsequently,!we! checked! if! these! excluded!values!
differed! in! a! systematic! way! between! groups! (gender! and! case/control! status).! Summing! up! the!
number! of! missing! values! and! outliers! for! all! four! ANS! measures! per! individual,! an! ANOVA! was!
performed!and!showed!no!difference!between!the!groups.!This!was!a!multicenter!study!and!thus!we!
conducted!several!analyses!in!order!to!test!for!potential!site!effects!on!ANS!measures.!However,!when!





! FEMALE! MALE! STATISTICAL!COMPARISONS!
! CASE! CONTROL! CASE! CONTROL! !
# (N=296)# (N=363)# (N=187)# (N=164)# Sex! Group! Sex!x!
Group!








78.52! 10.96! 78.14! 10.79! 77.08! 12.01! 74.64! 11.99! 12.05**! 1.889! .35!
RR!!
(bpm)!
18.23! 2.40! 17.41! 2.47! 18.11! 2.44! 17.74! 2.46! .066! 1.443! 4.054*!
RSA1!
(msec)!
1.85! 0.23! 1.88! 0.22! 1.87! 0.24! 1.88! 0.24! .179! .507! .575!
PEP!!
(msec)!
















subgroup! analysis! concerned! comorbid! internalizing! psychopathology! (INT).! Since! internalizing!
psychopathology! was! an! exclusion! criterion! for! control! participant,! analysis! of! covariance! was!
performed!comparing!3!groups:!controls,!cases!with!a!current!internalizing!disorder!(CD!+!INT),!and!
cases!without!a!current!internalizing!disorder!(CDO!INT),!for!females!and!males!separately.!!




that!were! assessed! during! the! baseline! assessment,! split! by! group! and! gender,! together!with! the!
results!of!statistical!comparisons.!!
To!compare!the!four!psychophysiological!measures!between!cases!and!controls,!2!×!2!betweenOgroups!
(case/controlOstatus! and! sex)! analyses! of! covariance! were! performed! for! resting! heart! rate! (HR),!
Respiration!Rate!(RR),!Respiratory!Sinus!Arrhythmia!(RSA)!and!PreO!Ejection!Period!(PEP).!There!were!
significant!main!effects!of!sex!on!HR!(F(1,782)!=!12.051,!p!<!0.01,!ηp2!=!0.015))!and!PEP!(F!(1,600)!=!






















































For! the! purposes! of! this! study,! we! considered! depression,! adjustment! disorder,! disruptive!mood!






















the! different! psychophysiological! parameters! for! males! and! females! separately.! Heart! Rate! (HR),!





































arousal.! Similarly,!we!did!not! find!any! support! for!our!hypotheses! regarding! the! Limited!Prosocial!
Emotions!(LPE)!subtype!of!CD.!Subgroup!analysis!revealed!that!the!LPE!specifier!did!not!differentiate!
subtypes! within! CD! females! and! CD! males! based! on! psychophysiological! measures.! However,! as!




































and! this! was! true! in! both! females! and! males.! The! LPE! specifier! is! believed! to! indicate! a! more!

























executive! functions,! such! as! planning,! attention,! and! inhibition,! which! play! a! major! role! in! the!
regulation!of!emotions!and!behavior.!Therefore,!low!PNS!activity,!indicative!of!PFC!dysfunction,!would!
characterize!individuals!prone!to!emotion!and!behavior!regulation!problems.!Considering!the!results!







on!HRV!and! internalizing!psychopathology!have!provided! findings! that! are! consistent!with! as!ours!
(Koenig,!Kemp,!Beauchaine,!Thayer,!&!Kaess,!2016).!Thus,!it!seems!that!HRV!patterns!associated!with!
internalizing! psychopathology! can! be! generalized! to! female! CD! populations.! The! accumulating!
evidence! for!HRV!as!a!neurobiological!marker! for!emotion!regulation!problems! indicates! that!HRV!
potentially!can!be!used!as!a!target!for!both!diagnostics!and!treatment!evaluation.!Kemp!and!Quintana!
(2013)!already!described!that!several!nonOpharmacological!interventions!were!able!to!increase!HRV!
significantly,! and! thus! confirms! its! potential! for! use! in! diagnostics! and! evaluation.! This! should! be!
investigated!more!thoroughly!in!future!studies.!!
To!our!knowledge,!this!is!the!largest!study!on!psychophysiological!functioning!in!a!clinical!sample!of!







Second,! only! two! approaches! were! used! for! subtyping.! In! accordance! with! DSMO5! and! previous!





psychopathology! should! be! considered! jointly.! Euler! et! al.! (2015)! identified! three! groups! of! CD!
subjects:!CD!without!CU!traits,!CD!with!moderate!CU!traits!combined!with!anxiety,!and!CD!without!
anxiety!but!severe!CU!traits.!Similar!results!were!presented!by!Fanti!and!Kimonis!(2017).!Using!these!
variables!dichotomously! and! independently,! as!we!did,!might!obscure! interactions!between! these!
factors.!Moreover,!Wilson!and!Scarpa!(2012)!argue!that!it!is!essential!to!include!interactions!between!
biological!and!social!influences!to!explain!externalizing!behavior.!Therefore,!we!propose!that!future!












for! comorbid! internalizing! disorders! in! children! and! adolescents! with! CD! because! it! identifies! a!
subgroup! that! shows! distinct! autonomic! impairments.! This!may! be! related! to! emotion! regulation!
difficulties!and!therefore!may!identify!a!group!that!is!in!need!of!specific!interventions.!It!is!increasO!
ingly!recognized!that!studying!psychophysiological!functioning!can!shed!light!on!the!development!and!
persistence! of! severe! antisocial! behavior! in! children! and! adolescents.! Furthermore,!
psychophysiological!measures!may!be!helpful! tools! in!psychoeducation,!diagnostics! and! treatment!
evaluation.! Since! these! measures! can! be! perceived! as! fairly! objective! we! think! that! they! are! of!
additional!value!to!the!arsenal!of!tools!that!professionals!currently!use!in!their!daily!practice.!Especially!
in!populations!with!antisocial!behavior,!using!more!objective!measures!might!enhance!insight!in!their!
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between!9O18! years! (659! females,! 351!males,!mean!age=14.2! years,! SD=2.4),! principal! component!
analysis!(PCA)!was!applied!to!various!measures!of!psychopathology!and!antisocial!behavior.!Structural!
equation! modelling! was! performed! in! order! to! test! whether! the! ANS! measures! predicted! PCAO
dimensions.! Cluster! analysis!was! used! in! order! to! classify! patterns! of! ANS! activity.! Analyses!were!
performed! separately! for! males/females! and! controlled! for! bodyOmassOindex,! age,! caffeine! use,!
cigarette!smoking,!sports,!socioeconomic!status,!medication,!cardiac!problems.!
Results:! The! PCA! yielded! three! components:! antisocial! behaviour/comorbid! psychopathology,!
narcissistic! traits,! and! callousOunemotional! traits.!ANS!measures!were!only!weakly! correlated!with!
these! components.! Cluster! analysis! yielded! high! and! low! arousal! clusters! in! both! sexes.! When!
controlling!for!covariates,!all!associations!disappeared.!
Conclusion:! Our! findings! suggest! that! resting! ANS!measures! are! only! weakly! related! to! antisocial!
behaviour! and! indicate! that! smoking! should! be! considered! as! an! important! covariate! in! future!
psychophysiological!studies.!
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public! health! and! societal! concerns! (Portnoy!&! Farrington,! 2015).! Conduct! disorder! is! one! clinical!
manifestation!of!severe!antisocial!behaviour!and!its!diagnostic!criteria!include!aggressive!(e.g.,!fighting,!
bullying,!vandalism)!and!ruleObreaking!behaviour!in!children!and!adolescents!(e.g.,!lying,!theft,!truancy;!
(American! Psychiatric! Association,! 2013)).! Due! to! the! heterogeneity! of! antisocial! behaviour! and!
conduct! disorder,! a! number! of! attempts! have! been! made! to! characterize! various! subtypes! or!
phenotypes,!e.g.,!proactive/reactive!aggression,!conduct!disorder!with!elevated!psychopathic/callousO
unemotional!traits!or!in!combination!with!internalizing!symptoms!or!previous!traumatic!experiences!
(Steiner,!Daniels,! Stadler,!&!Kelly,! 2017).! CallousOunemotional! traits! comprising!a! lack!of! empathy,!
reduced! guilt! or! reduced! affective! responding! have! been! identified! as! important! subtyping!
characteristics!of!children!and!adolescents!with!antisocial!behaviour,!although!callousOunemotional!
traits!can!also!occur! in! typicallyOdeveloping!children!and!adolescents! (Fanti,!Demetriou,!&!Kimonis,!
2013;!Herpers,!Rommelse,!Bons,!Buitelaar,!&!Scheepers,!2012;!Raschle!et!al.,!2017).!On!a!physiological!
level,!different!ANS!measures!have!been!used!to!identify!ANS!deficits!in!antisocial!populations,!and!
linked! to! some! of! the! neurocognitive! difficulties! that! they! show,! such! as! impairments! in! emotion!
regulation!or!reward!processing!(Fanti,!2016;!Matthys,!Vanderschuren,!&!Schutter,!2013).!However,!
most!of!the!studies!have!used!just!a!single!measure!of!ANS!functioning,!such!as!heart!rate!(Portnoy!&!
Farrington,! 2015),! whereas! multiple! measures! are! needed! to! provide! a! more! comprehensive!




















and! is! commonly! quantified! by! spectral! or! timeOdomain! analytic! approaches! (Grossman!&! Taylor,!
2007).!These!approaches!can!also!be!used!to!derive!many!other!parameters!of!heart!rate!variability!
(Allen,! Chambers,! &! Towers,! 2007).! Reduced! resting! heart! rate! variability! has! been! linked! to!
externalizing! and! antisocial! behaviour! (Beauchaine,! GatzkeOKopp,! &! Mead,! 2007;! Graziano! &!
Derefinko,!2013)!and!seems!to!be!linked!to!lower!emotion!regulation!abilities!(Thayer,!Ahs,!Fredrikson,!
Sollers,!&!Wager,!2012;!Williams!et!al.,!2015).!PreOejection!period!has!previously!been!associated!with!
reward!processing!which! is! affected! in! conduct! and! oppositional!defiant!disorders! (Matthys!et! al.,!
2013;! Sidlauskaite!et! al.,! 2017).! Thereby,! a! lengthened! resting!preOejection!period! O! indicating! less!
sympathetic! activity! O! was! found! in! relation! to! conduct! problems! and! aggression! in! children!
(Beauchaine!et!al.,!2013).!Finally,!research!has!increasingly!recognized!the!importance!of!respiration!
in!relation!to!cognitive!and!emotional!processing!(Zelano!et!al.,!2016),!which!are!impacted!in!antisocial!
















Neuroimaging! studies! have! revealed! biological! mechanisms! behind! the! autonomic! arousal! and!
antisocial!behaviour!relationship:!Brain!regions!involved!in!autonomic!control!and!emotion!regulation!
partly! overlap! (Thayer! et! al.,! 2012;! Thayer! &! Lane,! 2000)! and! exhibit! structural! and! functional!
alterations!in!youths!with!aggression!(Raschle!et!al.,!2015)!and!conduct!problems!(Rogers!&!De!Brito,!
2016).!Aggression!can!be!considered!as!deficient!emotion!regulation!which!reflects!abnormalities!in!
the! underlying! emotion! regulation! network! of! the! brain! (Davidson,! Putnam,!&! Larson,! 2000).! The!
neuroOvisceral!integration!model!elaborates!on!the!role!of!one!of!the!affected!regions,!the!prefrontal!
cortex,!for!emotional,!cognitive!and!autonomic!regulation!(Thayer!&!Lane,!2009).!Thus,!the!overlap!of!
emotion!and!autonomic! regulation!warrants! the!use!of!ANS!measures! for! the! study!of! aggressive!
behaviour.!
Gaps!in!the!literature!





has! rarely! been! done.! The!majority! of! studies! on! ANS! activity! and! antisocial! behaviour! have! not!
systematically! controlled! for! lifestyle! factors! that! may! differ! between! typicallyOdeveloping! and!
antisocial!groups!(Portnoy!&!Farrington,!2015),!even!though!smoking,!sports,!caffeine!use,!body!mass!
index! (BMI),! medication! use,! and! socioOeconomic! status! have! all! been! shown! to! influence! ANS!
functioning!and/or!psychopathology! (Alvares,!Quintana,!Hickie,!&!Guastella,! 2016;!Hu,! Lamers,! de!
Geus,!&!Penninx,!2017;!Koenig!et!al.,!2014;!Martin!et!al.,!2008;!Piotrowska,!Stride,!Croft,!&!Rowe,!





We! aimed! to! disentangle! the! role! of! different! ANS! parameters! in! antisocial! behaviour! using! data!






measures! capturing! PNS! (i.e.! heart! rate! variability)! and! SNS! (i.e.! preOejection! period)! activity!
separately.!This!approach!allows!us!(II)!to!identify!distinct!physiological!phenotypes!and!relate!them!




















took!part! in! an!ANS!measurement! session.!All! individuals!had! to!have!an! IQ!>=! 70! (see! Fig.! 1! for!












ANS!measures! were! assessed! using! electrocardiography! (ECG)! and! impedance! cardiography! (ICG)!
registration! by! the! VUOAMS! device! (Vrije! Universiteit! Ambulatory! Monitoring! System)! (de! Geus,!
Willemsen,!Klaver,!&!van!Doornen,!1995).!H98SG,!ECG!Micropore!electrodes!(Covidien,!Germany)!were!
used!and!applied!to!the!skin!which!was!cleaned!with!alcohol!beforehand.!The!ROpeak!time!series!were!
derived! from! the! ECG! data! by! an! automated! detection! algorithm! within! the! VUODAMS! software!
package!version!3.9!and!checked!manually!for!missed!or!incorrect!ROwave!peaks!and!abnormalities!in!
the!registration.!Abnormalities!defined!as!premature!ventricular!contractions!(PVCs),!premature!atrial!
contractions! (PACs)! or! low! quality! ECG! signal! fragments! were! removed! from! the! data.! Ensemble!
averaged!ECG!and!ICG!complexes!were!derived!from!all!valid!heartbeats.!In!the!ensemble!averaged!
ECG,!the!QOonset!was!detected!and!in!the!ensemble!averaged!ICG,!the!BOpoint,!dZ/dtOmin!peaks!and!










Heart! rate! in! beats! per!minute! was! derived! from! the! ECG! signal! derived! ROpeak! time! series! and!
respiration!rate!in!breaths!per!minute!was!derived!from!the!thorax!impedance!signal.!To!investigate!
heart! rate! variability,! as! a! measure! of! PNS! activity,! respiratory! sinus! arrhythmia! was! assessed.!
Respiratory! sinus! arrhythmia! was! calculated! using! the! peakOvalley! method! (Grossman,! Beek,! &!
Wientjes,!1990)!by!subtracting!the!shortest!heart!period!during!inspiration!minus!the!longest!heart!


























































Aggression.!We!used!the!ReactiveOProactive!aggression!Questionnaire! (RPQ)! (Raine!et!al.,!2006)! to!
distinguish!between!these!types!of!aggression.!The!questionnaire!consists!of!23!items!on!a!3Opoint!
Likert!scale!from!0O2,!ranging!from!“never”!to!“often”.!The!proactive!and!reactive!scales!are!sum!scores!





































well.! Subsequently,! we! checked! whether! the! number! of! missing! values! and! outliers! differ! in! a!








and! testing! time! (as! covariates),! site!did!neither! emerge!as! a! significant!main!effect,! nor!within! a!
significant!interaction!term,!suggesting!no!bias!caused!by!site!effects.!!
2.3.2!Main!statistical!analyses!! !
Principal!Component!Analysis! (PCA)!was!performed! separately! for! each! sex,! extracting!orthogonal!
(uncorrelated)!components!with!an!Eigenvalue!>!1!(KaiserOGuttmann!criterion).!Standardized!scores!
on! PCA! components! for! each! individual! were! saved! based! on! BartlettORegression.! Bivariate!
correlations!were!conducted!between!the!ANS!measures,!principal!components!and!covariates.!In!a!
second! step,! partial! correlations! were! used! to! control! for! the! influence! of! covariates.! Structural!
Equation!Modelling! (SEM)! was! performed! using! AMOS,! with! ANS!measures,! age! and! smoking! as!











Variance! (ANOVA)! were! applied! in! order! to! test! whether! clusters! differed! on! questionnaires! and!
subscales!included!in!the!study,!as!well!as!on!covariates!and!principal!components!obtained!from!PCA.!
The!results!obtained!using!cluster!analysis!were!crossOvalidated!with!findings!from!Latent!Class!Analysis!





antisocial! behaviour! spectrum,! comprising! conduct! disorder,! reactive/proactive! aggression,!
psychopathic! traits! (YPI),! and! comorbid! psychopathology! (drug! and! alcohol! use,! internalizing!
symptoms,! traumatic! experiences,! MAYSI).! For! males! and! females,! the! KaiserOGutmannOcriterion!
suggested!a!threeOcomponent!solution.!For!both!sexes!highly!similar!factors!emerged,!considering!that!
factor!loadings!for!each!component!showed!a!high!correspondence!across!the!sexes!(r1=.89;!r2=.99;!
r3=.77),! indicating! factorial! invariance! in! particular! for! component! 2.! Component! 1! appears! as! a!
“general!factor!of!antisocial!behaviour!and!comorbid!psychopathology”!with!high!loadings!on!all!scales!
that!capture!the!broader!spectrum!of!antisocial!behaviour,!for!both!sexes,!with!the!highest!loading!on!



















) ) FEMALES&(N=659)& & MALES&(N=351)&

















Conduct)Disorder) K@SADS) .70& @.15) .27) & .50& @.25) .44&
Dishonest)Charm) YPI) .63& .52& @.26) & .61& .55& @.15)
Grandiosity) YPI) .36& .54& @.22) & .45& .50& @.26)
Lying) YPI) .59& .34& @.20) & .53& .37& C.40&
Manipulation) YPI) .67& .50& @.24) & .62& .57& @.11)
Remorselessness) YPI) .67& .35& .16) & .67& .38& .04)
Unemotional) YPI) .50& .46& .35& & .48& .49& .19)
Callousness) YPI) .41& .18) .73& & .39& .24) .56&
Thrill)seeking) YPI) .70& .23) @.12) & .62& .34& @.09)
Impulsivity) YPI) .73& .05) @.09) & .67& .20) @.16)
Irresponsibility) YPI) .75& .01) .10) & .68& .05) .26)
Alcohol)/)Drug)Use) MAYSI) .68& @.19) .00) & .60& @.15) .37&
Angry@Irritable) MAYSI) .80& C.32& @.01) & .76& @.41) @.03)
Depressed@Anxious) MAYSI) .74& C.46& @.02) & .66& C.50& @.27)
Somatic)Complaints) MAYSI) .50& C.48& C.32& & .51& C.52& @.27)
Suicidal)Ideation) MAYSI) .68& C.34& .07) & .53& C.40& @.08)
Thought)Disturbance) MAYSI) .58& @.25) @.08) & .57& C.37& @.23)
Traumatic)Experience) MAYSI) .78& C.33& .00) & .71& C.41& @.17)
Proactive)Aggression) RPQ) .75& .01) .03) & .67& @.12) .30&
Reactive)Aggression) RPQ) .82& @.13) @.01) & .75& @.20) .16)
Eigenvalue) ) 8,33) 2,24) 1,09) ) 7,14) 2,86) 1,29)






























p<.01),( and( respiration( rate( (r=.20,( p<.001).( Among( ANS( measures,( significant( correlations( were(
observed(in(the(expected(direction,(e.g.,(between(respiratory(sinus(arrhythmia(and(heart(rate((girls:(
r=9.54,( p<.001;( boys:( r=9.48,( p<.001),( except( for( an( unexpected( negative( correlation( between(
respiratory(sinus(arrhythmia(and(pre9ejection(period((r=9.14,(p<.01)(in(girls.(The(analyses(suggest(that(
these( significant,( though( weak( correlations( between( ANS( measures( and( psychopathological(












& ANS&measures& & Covariates&







GF& * 0*(.11)* 0*(B.28***)* * B.03*(.08)* .13**(B.00)* .00*(.10)* B.02*(B.02)* * .14*&& .27***&& .38***&& .02** .25***&& H.16**&& .10* B.03*
Narc.& 0*(.15**)* * 0*(.16*)* * H.13*&(B.12)* B.10*(B.03)* .03*(.12)* .03*(.00)* * .05** B.02** B.03** .12** .09** .10** B.05* .01*
CB& 0*(B.04)* 0*(B.03)* * * B.10*(.03)* .18***(B.04)* B.07*(B.03)* .03*(.01)* * .04** .11** .41***&& B.07** .22***&& H.20***&& .12*& .02&
ANS&&
measures&
lgRSA& B.04*(.04)* .07*(.03)* .00*(B.03)* * * B.10** H.48**** H.29**** * H.14*&& B.04** B.08** .02** H.21***&& .10** B.09* .11*&
PEP& .14***&(.05)* 0*(.01)* H.09**(B.05)* * H.14**&* * H.22***** B.09** * .20**&& .09** .23**&& B.03** .38***&& B.06** B.01* B.01*
HR& B.02*(B.02)* B.03*(B.06)* .09**(.06)* * H.54**** H.14**** * .21***** * B.07** .00** B.08** B.09** H.35***&& B.03** .21***& B.02*
RR& .12***(.07)* B.03*(.00)* .08**(.04)* & H.32**** .02*(.02)* .08*** * * B.05** .03** B.01** .04** H.27***&& B.07** .16**& .02*
Covariates&
BMI& .21***&& B.06** .04** * B.00** .12**&& B.07** .02** * * .07** .14*&& .19**&& .39***&& H.14*&& B.11& .04&
Caffeine& .18***&& B.07** .09*&& * B.01** .05** B.03** .09*&& * .15***&& * .24***&& .04** .19**&& B.10** B.03* B02*
Smoking& .48***&& B.08** .07** & H.12**&& .12**&& .06** .20***&& & .19***&& .31***&& * .13*&& .38***&& H.21**&& .06* .11*
Sports& H.16***&& .05** .09*&& * .07** B.08** B.05** B.05** * H.09*** .01** H.12**&& * .12** B.04** B.03* .08*
Age& .25***&& H.08*&& H.14***&& & H.14***&& .31***&& H.21***&& B.03** & .37***&& .23***&& .31***&& H.10*&& * B.05** H.14** .01*
SES& H.27***&& .09*&& H.09**&& & .03** B.06** .02** B.07** & H.16***&& H.13**&& H.24***&& .12**&& B.07** & H.15**& B.04&
Medication&.21***& H.08*& .00& & B.01* .01* .06* .03* & .10*& .07& .17***& .00* B.02* H.09** & .09&










the( principal( components( of( antisocial( behaviour( and( comorbid( psychopathology( from( Table( 1( as(
outcome(variables.(None(of(the(ANS(measures(significantly(predicted(PCA(dimensions((general(factor(
of(antisocial(behaviour,(narcissistic(traits,(callous9unemotional/blunt(traits).(The(covariates(“smoking”(
and( “age”( outperformed( all( ANS( measures( with( respect( to( predicting( PCA( dimensions.( Smoking(
showed( the( strongest( association( with( the( general( factor( of( antisocial( behaviour( and( comorbid(







r=.20***,( p<.001).( Figure( 2( shows( that( ANS( measures( do( not( function( as( predictors( of( principal(









































Figure' 2.' Structural( Equation( Model( (SEM)( using( autonomic( nervous( system( (ANS)( measures( as(
predictors( of( principal( components( analysis( (PCA)( dimensions( of( antisocial( behavior( and(
psychopathology(controlling(for(age(and(smoking((CFI=.988(RMSEA=.021(df=34,(N=1010)(separately(
for( females( (parameters( before( slash)( and( males( (parameters( after( slash)( solid( /( dashed( arrows(
represent( significant( paths( for( both( sexes( /( significant( paths( only( for( one( sex( (*p<.05,( **p<.01,(





















when( controlling( for(multiple( testing( (Bonferroni( correction),( nor(when( controlling( for( covariates.(


























The( aim( of( our( study( was( to( examine( relationships( between( different( dimensional( measures( of(
antisocial(behaviour(and(several(ANS(measures(determined(under(resting(conditions.(Furthermore,(we(
investigated( how( different( clusters( of( ANS( activity( relate( to( antisocial( behaviour( and( comorbid(
psychopathology.( We( studied( four( ANS( measures( (heart( and( respiration( rate,( respiratory( sinus(
arrhythmia( and( pre9ejection( period)( together( capturing( SNS( and/or( PNS( activity.( We( carefully(
controlled(for(several(covariates,(including(cigarette(smoking.(We(studied(those(aspects(with(respect(
to(sex(using(a(large(international(sample(including(data(acquired(across(seven(European(countries(and(
containing( not( only( healthy( adolescents,( but( additionally( those( with( clinically( significant( levels( of(
antisocial(behavior.(This(meant(that(we(captured(the(full(spectrum(of(antisocial(behaviour(–(from(very(
low(to(very(high.(
In(our( study,( the(weak( correlations(between(baseline(ANS(measures( and(antisocial( behaviour( and(
psychopathology(were(rendered(non9significant(after(controlling(for(age(and(smoking.(Additionally,(a(
cluster(analysis(suggested(for(both,(girls(and(boys,(a(low(and(a(high(arousal(cluster.(Again,(potentially(
significant( (bivariate)( associations(between( these(ANS( clusters( and( the(general( factor( of( antisocial(
behaviour( and( comorbid( psychopathology( were( rendered( non9significant( when( controlling( for(
covariates.((
No(evidence(for(a(relationship(of(low(heart(rate(and(antisocial(behaviour(





present( findings,( a( recent( meta9analysis( reported( a( trend( showing( the( relationship( between( low(
resting( heart( rate( and( antisocial( behaviour( to( become( weaker( with( increasing( publication( year(
(Portnoy( &( Farrington,( 2015).( They( explain( this( trend( by( referring( to( the( “proteus( phenomenon”(
describing( an( effect( occurring( in( the( early( phase( of( a( scientific( investigation( in( which(most( likely(
significant(findings(are(published(in(both(directions.(Later,(findings(refuting(the(original(results(become(
more(interesting.(Thus,(the(findings(from(Ortiz(and(Raine((2004)(might(have(encouraged(researchers(
to( publish( null( findings( refuting( their( results.( One( possible( explanation( of( the( weak( relationship(






Farrington( (2015)( showed( the( strongest( effect( size( (d=−.35)( for( violence( compared( to( the( other(
categories( of( antisocial( behaviour( (aggression,( behaviour( problems,( conduct( disorder/oppositional(
defiant( disorder,( offending,( psychopathy).( The( conduct( disorder/oppositional( defiant( disorder(
category,(which(is(also(present(in(our(sample,(only(exhibited(an(effect(size(of(d=−.19(in(their(analysis(
for(low(heart(rate.(One(might(also(argue(that(the(use(of(an(inclusive(sample(with(patients(and(typically(






psychopathology.( We( found( positive( associations( between( pre9ejection( period( and( antisocial(
psychopathology(for(both(sexes.(A(lengthened(resting(pre9ejection(period,(indicating(less(sympathetic(
activity(was(previously(found(in(relation(to(conduct(problems(in(children((Beauchaine(et(al.,(2013).(





align( with( previous( research.( For( example,( heart( rate( variability( exhibited( quantitatively( small( to(








the(prevalence(of( smoking(decreased( (Talati( et( al.,( 2016).( It( is( argued( that( as( social( desirability(of(











A( further( aim(was( to( examine( if( reversing( the( common( approach( of( relating( psychopathology( to(
physiology(would(benefit(the(investigation(of(the(ANS(and(antisocial(behaviour.(For(boys(and(girls(a(
high( and( a( low( arousal( cluster( arose( from( our( analysis.( The( results( showed( two( opposite( and(
physiologically(plausible(clusters,(i.e.,(the(ANS(measures(showed(the(expected(relationships(with(each(
other( (e.g.,( for( heart( rate( and( respiratory( sinus( arrhythmia( an( inversed( activity( pattern( in( both(
clusters).( Previous( research( would( suggest( differential( associations( to( psychopathology( for( these(
patterns,(e.g.,(internalizing(symptoms(being(related(to(higher(ANS(activity,(and(callous9unemotional(
traits(being(linked(to(lower(ANS(activity((Fanti,(2016).(Our(data(does(not(provide(evidence(for(such(
associations.( The( male( clusters( show( a( significant( bivariate( difference( on( the( general( factor( of(
antisocial( behaviour( and( comorbid( psychopathology.( However,( the( difference( did( not( remain(
significant,(neither(after(correcting(for(multiple(testing,(nor(when(controlling(for(covariates.(Further,(
from(a(methodological(point(of(view,(an(artificial(division(of(study(populations(based(on(continuous(






















variables( in( future( studies( (e.g.,( tidal( volume,( variability,( pCO2),( as( they( have( been( related( to(
internalizing(problems(which(are(of(direct(relevance(to(the(study(of(antisocial(behaviour.(Considering(
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developing( adolescents( (TD).( Participants( were( presented( with( an( emotional( stimulus(
(negative/neutral)(followed(by(a(Stroop(task(with(varying(cognitive(load((congruent/incongruent/blank(
trials).(fMRI(analysis(included(standard(preprocessing,(region(of(interest(analyses((amygdala,( insula,(
ventromedial( prefrontal( cortex)( and(whole9brain( analyses(based(on(a(2(group)x2(emotion)x3(task)(
full9factorial(ANOVA.(Adolescents(with(CD(made(significantly(more(errors,(while(reaction(times(did(not(




provide(evidence( for(altered(neuronal(underpinnings(of( the( interaction(of(emotion(processing(and(












2012)),( and( are( at( risk( for( academic( failure,( delinquency,( and( mental( disorders( in( adulthood(
(Biederman(et(al.,(2008;(Erskine(et(al.,(2016;(Fergusson,( John(Horwood,(&(Ridder,(2005;( Swanson,(
1994).( Antisocial( youths( are( phenotypically( characterized( by( a( heterogeneous( symptomatology,(




the( mechanisms( underlying( deficient( emotion( processing( and( response( inhibition( have( been(
hypothesized(to(increase(the(risk(for(antisocial(behavior((Campbell,(Shaw,(&(Gilliom,(2000;(Davidson,(
Putnam,( &( Larson,( 2000;( Wang,( Chassin,( Lee,( Haller,( &( King,( 2017;( Young( et( al.,( 2009).( More(
specifically,( top9down( attention( involved( in( the( interaction( of( emotion( processing( and( response(









when( response( inhibition( is( preceded( by( emotional( stimuli,( decreases( in( performance( are( more(
commonly(reported((Euler(et(al.,(2014;(Hwang(et(al.,(2016;(Prateeksha(et(al.,(2014).((
(









medial(prefrontal(cortex,( insula,(cingulate(gyrus,( temporoparietal( junction,(subcortical( regions,(and(
occipital(lobe((Banich(et(al.,(2007;(Rubia,(Halari,(et(al.,(2010;(Rubia,(Halari,(et(al.,(2009;(Rubia(et(al.,(
2008).(To(our(knowledge,(only(one(study(has(yet(directly(tested(the(interaction(of(emotion(processing(





The( present( study( aims( at( adding( to( this( first( evidence( in( DBD( by( investigating( the( neuronal( and(
behavioral(correlates(of(the(interaction(of(emotion(processing(and(response(inhibition(in(CD(youths(
through(fMRI(during(affective(Stroop(task(performance.(Using(both(region(of(interest(and(whole9brain(











was(diagnosed(according( to( DSM95( criteria.( Seventeen(CD(youths( (43.6%)( additionally(met(DSM95(
criteria( for( present( attention9deficit( hyperactivity( disorder( (ADHD),( while( 20( CD( youths( (51.3%)(
additionally(met(diagnostic(criteria( for(oppositional(defiant(disorder( (ODD).(TD(were( included( if(no(
current( psychiatric( diagnosis( was( reported( by( either( the( participant( and/or( the( parents/legal(
guardians.(CD(and(TD(groups(were(matched(for(age((t(76)=.87,(p=.390)(and(non9verbal(IQ((t(76)=9.72,(
p=.472)((Table(1/SI1).(Moreover,(both(CD(and(TD(groups(from(Basel(and(Berlin(did(not(differ(in(age(
(CD:( t(37)=1.04,( p=.303;( TD:( t(37)=9.92,( p=.365)( or( non9verbal( IQ( (CD:( t(37)=1.12,( p=.269;( TD:(


































and( blank( trials( (B;( no( response( expected( from( participants)(were( used( as( control( conditions( (for(
further(details( see(Raschle(et( al.( (2017)).( Trial( order( and( interstimulus( intervals( (which(were(350–

























weighted( EPI( (echo9planar( imaging)( sequence( with( TR=2000ms,( TE=30.0ms,( FOV=192mm,( image(
matrix=64x64mm,(voxel(size=3x3x3mm,(and(number(of(slices=37(was(used.(We(further(acquired(high9
resolution( T19weighted( structural( images( for( coregistration( during( fMRI( preprocessing( using( the(










(stars/blank)( Stroop( trials,( namely( negative9congruent( (NegC),( negative9stars( (NegS),( negative9
incongruent((NegIC),(negative9blank((NegB),(neutral9congruent((NeuC),(neutral9stars((NeuS),(neutral9
incongruent( (NeuIC),( neutral9blank( (NeuB)),( one( regressor( for( incorrect/missed( responses,( and( six(







estimates( were( extracted( from( each( ROI( using( the(marsbar( toolbox( (Brett,( Anton,( Valabregue,( &(
Poline,( 2002).( A( repeated( measures( ANOVA( with( the( factors( group( (CD,( TD),( emotion( (negative,(
neutral),( and( task( (blank,( congruent,( incongruent)( and( follow9up( pairwise( comparisons( applying( a(





































(( (( CD( TD( p( ((
(( (( Mean(±(SD( Mean(±(SD(
Sig.(29
tailed( ((
' ( N=39( N=39( ( (
Age((in(years)( (( 15.94(±(1.88( 15.54((±(2.15( .390( ((
Sex'(male/female)( (( 29/10( 29/10( (( ((
No.'per'site(
(Basel/Berlin)( (( 11/28( 11/28( (( ((
Handedness((right/left/both)' 36/2/2( 37/2/1( (( ((
IQ' Matrix(reasoning( 99.47(±(12.02( 101.54(±(11.31( .472( ((
Comorbidities((DSM95)'
Attention9deficit(hyperactivity(
disorder(( 17( 0( (( ((
'' Oppositional(defiant(disorder( 20( 0( (( ((
'' Major(depression( 2( 0( (( ((
'' Anxiety(disorder( 6( 0( (( ((
YPI' (( N=39( N=38( (( ((
'' Grandiose9manipulative(dimension( 8.68(±(2.74( 7.89(±(1.90( .117( ((
'' Callous9unemotional(dimension( 11.23(±(3.08( 9.55(±(1.94( .006( **(
'' Impulsive9irresponsible(dimension( 13.57(±(2.80( 10.68(±(1.72( <.001( ***(
'' Total(score( 11.16(±(2.38( 9.37(±(1.21( <.001( ***(
*p<.05;(**p<.01;(***p<.001,(two9tailed(t9test;(all(other(t9tests(non9significant(at(threshold(p=.05( (( ((
For(IQ,(standard(scores(are(reported;(for(YPI,(mean(scores(are(
reported.( (( (( (( ((
CD=conduct(disorder(patients;(TD=typically(developing(adolescents;(SD=standard(












ROI' results.' ROI( analyses( in( relevant( regions( of( interest( (bilateral( amygdala,( insula,( and( vmPFC)(







































for( the(main( effect( of( emotion( and( group( x( task( interaction( (left( amygdala;( A/B),( emotion( x( task(












Brain'Region' Hem' k' Z0'
MNI'coordinates'
[mm]'
'' '' '' '' x' y' z'
Main'effect'of'group' '' '' '' '' '' ''
CD<TD' '' '' '' '' '' ''
supramarginal(gyrus,(middle(frontal(gyrus,(including(
insula(and(precentral(gyrus( R( 1035( 7.19( 40( 910( 20(
postcentral(gyrus( L( 392( 6.04( 962( 92( 26(
middle/superior(temporal(gyrus,(hippocampus( R( 335( 6.66( 50( 918( 94(
pallidum,(thalamus( R/L( 309( 6.68( 16( 916( 92(
CD>TD' (( (( (( (( (( ((
inferior/superior(parietal(lobe,(middle(temporal/occipital(
lobe( R/L( 4310( 6.27( 930( 982( 26(
precentral(gyrus,(inferior(orbitofrontal(lobe,(caudate,(
putamen,(including(insula( R/L( 3869( >8( 930( 12( 22(
rolandic(operculum,(inferior(parietal(lobe( L( 2545( 7.71( 932( 944( 926(
inferior/middle/superior(frontal(lobe,(precentral(gyrus,(




lobe,(cerebellum( R/L( 1114( 7.04( 32( 954( 8(
middle/superior(frontal(gyrus,(supplementary(motor(
area,(anterior/middle(cingulate(gyrus( R/L( 787( 6.28( 4( 26( 44(
anterior/middle(cingulate(gyrus,(caudate( R/L( 391( 6.45( 4( 92( 32(
precentral(gyrus,(superior(frontal(gyrus( L( 343( 6.29( 928( 924( 30(
inferior(parietal(lobe,(angular(gyrus( R( 339( 5.73( 54( 934( 18(
fusiform(gyrus,(inferior/middle(occipital(lobe( L( 294( 6.00( 946( 982( 98(
fusiform(gyrus,(inferior/middle(occipital(lobe( R( 257( 5.81( 42( 952( 914(
supplementary(motor(area,(superior(frontal(lobe( L( 212( 5.78( 918( 14( 62(
'
Main'effect'of'task' '' '' '' '' '' ''
IC>C' '' '' '' '' '' ''
calcarine(sulcus,(lingual(gyrus,(superior(occipital(lobe( R/L( 385( 4.23( 4( 982( 0(
IC<C' (( (( (( (( (( ((
no(suprathreshold(voxels( (( (( (( (( (( ((
IC>B' (( (( (( (( (( ((
occipital(lobe,(fusiform(gyrus,(calcarine(sulcus,(
cerebellum( R/L( 9665( >8( 34( 986( 0(
supramarginal(gyrus,(inferior/superior(parietal(lobe,(
middle/superior(frontal(lobe( L( 4888( >8( 946( 936( 58(
supramarginal(gyrus,(inferior/superior(parietal(lobe( R( 1118( 5.57( 42( 940( 52(
hippocampus,(pallidum,(putamen,(amygdala( L( 791( 5.53( 924( 0( 98(
inferior(frontal(operculum,(precentral(gyrus( L( 291( 5.82( 954( 8( 38(
pallidum,(caudate,(putamen( R( 261( 4.74( 26( 6( 98(




including(precuneus( R/L( 1850( 5.98( 92( 934( 44(
inferior/middle(temporal(lobe,(inferior(parietal(lobe,(
middle(occipital(lobe( L( 872( 6.67( 940( 984( 28(
middle(frontal(lobe,(precentral(gyrus( R( 832( 4.95( 36( 916( 44(
middle/superior(temporal(lobe,(angular(gyrus( R( 645( 4.65( 42( 980( 30(
inferior(temporal(lobe,(including(fusiform(gyrus( L( 232( 4.70( 928( 936( 918(
C>B' (( (( (( (( (( ((
supramarginal(gyrus,(inferior/superior(parietal(lobe,(
superior(frontal(lobe( L( 3740( >8( 944( 938( 60(
cerebellum,(occipital(lobe,(including(fusiform(gyrus( R( 3049( 6.71( 32( 988( 0(
cerebellum,(occipital(lobe,(including(fusiform(gyrus( L( 2248( 6.99( 938( 990( 98(
supramarginal(gyrus,(inferior/superior(parietal(lobe( R( 747( 4.95( 44( 940( 58(
hippocampus,(putamen( L( 232( 4.11( 918( 0( 14(
C<B' (( (( (( (( (( ((
middle(cingulate(gyrus,(precuneus,(paracentral(lobule( R/L( 941( 4.96( 6( 938( 50(
postcentral(gyrus,(precentral(gyrus( R( 432( 4.17( 36( 920( 56(
angular(gyrus,(middle/superior(occipital(lobe( L( 455( 4.81( 944( 982( 22(
middle/superior(temporal(lobe( R( 312( 4.09( 64( 952( 6(
fusiform(gyrus,(lingual(gyrus( R( 228( 4.48( 28( 944( 912(










areas( extending( into( anterior( insula( and( striatum,( frontal( cortices,( and( anterior/middle( cingulate(





Figure(3( (to(be(published( in( color).( Statistical( parametric(maps(depicting( the(main(effect( of( group(
(masked(postAhoc(tAtests(for(group(differences(in(brain(activation(between(conduct(disorder((CD)(and(






































In( line(with(our( second(hypothesis,( ROI( analyses( revealed(decreased( left( amygdala( activity(during(
Stroop(task( trials(with(a(high(cognitive( load( (IC>B)( in(TD.( In(contrast,(CD(youths(did(not(show(any(


















distinguishing( between( insular( subdivisions.( CD( exhibited( increased( activity( in( anterior( insula(
implicated( in( affective( and( cognitive( processing( (Chang( et( al.,( 2013;( Mutschler( et( al.,( 2009).(

















Goodman,( and( Edelstein( (2013)).( However,( the( short( presentation( (150(ms)( and(moderate( image(
valence(might(have(resulted(in(a(reduced(impact(for(CD(youths.(Moreover,(we(cannot(exclude(that(
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(( (( CD' TD' p* ((
(( (( [%]( [%](
Sig.'2M
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Mother'characteristics' (( (( (( (( ((
(( N=( 28( 38( (( ((
Education'(highest'' Pre9primary(education((ISCED(0)( 0.00%( 0.00%( .356( ((
degree'earned)'
Primary(education(or(first(stage(of(basic(
education((ISCED(1)( 3.60%( 2.60%( (( ((
((
Lower(secondary(or(second(stage(of(basic(
education((ISCED(2)( 14.30%( 5.30%( (( ((
(( (Upper)(secondary(education((ISCED(3)( 60.70%( 65.80%( (( ((
Chapter(4(Altered(neuronal(responses(during(an(affective(Stroop(task(in(adolescents(with(conduct(disorder(
( 99(
(( Post9secondary(non9tertiary(education((ISCED(4)( 3.60%( 5.30%( (( ((
(( First(stage(of(teritary(education((ISCED(5)( 17.90%( 21.10%( (( ((
((
Second(stage(of(tertiary(education((doctoral(
level)((ISCED(6)( 0.00%( 0.00%( (( ((
(( (( (( (( (( ((
Father'characteristics' (( (( (( (( ((
(( N=( 24( 37( (( ((
Education'(highest'' Pre9primary(education((ISCED(0)( 4.20%( 0.00%( .017( *(
degree'earned)'
Primary(education(or(first(stage(of(basic(
education((ISCED(1)( 4.20%( 0.00%( (( ((
((
Lower(secondary(or(second(stage(of(basic(
education((ISCED(2)( 4.20%( 5,4%( (( ((
(( (Upper)(secondary(education((ISCED(3)( 62.50%( 37.80%( (( ((
(( Post9secondary(non9tertiary(education((ISCED(4)( 0.00%( 2.70%( (( ((
(( First(stage(of(tertiary(education((ISCED(5)( 25.00%( 54.10%( (( ((
((
Second(stage(of(tertiary(education((doctoral(
level)((ISCED(6)( 0.00%( 0.00%( (( ((
(( (( (( (( (( ((
Family'characteristics' (( (( (( '' ((
(( N=( 23( 33( (( ((
Income'earned'within'
the' less(than(4'500(CHF( 4.30%( 3.00%( .224( ((
past'12'months' 4500(CHF(9(10'699(CHF( 4,3%( 3.00%( (( ((
'' 10'700(CHF(9(15'199(CHF( 8,7%( 3.00%( (( ((
'' 15'200(CHF(9(22'299(CHF( 4,3%( 3.00%( (( ((
'' 22'300(CHF(9(31'249(CHF( 8,7%( 3.00%( (( ((
'' 31'250(CHF(9(44'599(CHF( 8,7%( 3.00%( (( ((
(( 44'599(CHF(9(66'999(CHF( 13.00%( 12.10%( (( ((
(( 67'000(CHF(9(88'999(CHF( 8,7%( 9.10%( (( ((
(( 89'000(and(greater( 13.00%( 39.40%( (( ((
(( I(don't(know( 17,4%( 6.10%( (( ((
(( No(response(( 4,3%( 15.20%( (( ((







socioeconomic'' N=( 20( 31( (( ((
status'(MacArthur)' SES(Ladder( 5.35±2.08( 6.68±1.96( .026( *(
'' N=( 21( 30( (( ((
(( SES(Comunity(ladder( 6.57±2.16( 7.13±1.78( .346( ((
(( (( '' '' ** ((
*(p<.05;(two9tailed(t9test;(all(other(t9tests(non9significant(at(threshold(of(
p<.05( (( (( (( ((










(( (( CD( TD(
(( (( N=35( N=39(
ADHD'medication' Methylphenidate( 6( 0(
' Atomoxetine( 1( 0(
Pain'medication' Paracetamol( 1( 0(
Depression/bipolar' disorder'
medication' Quetiapine( 1( 0(
' Valproate( 1( 0(
Allergy'medication' Montelukast( 0( 1(
( Antihistamines( 0( 1(







problem( was( individually( evaluated( with( regards( to( whether( the( missing( responses( consistently(
represented(correct(answers.(Only(if(we(were(certain(that(we(are(able(to(interpret(the(missing(answers(





( ( ( CD( TD( (





[ms]' ( Congruent( 758.8([98.8]( 739.3([101.3]( (
( ( Incongruent( 857.9([115.5]( 848.2([99.3]( (
( Neutral(prime( ( ( (' ( Congruent( 767.9([96.1]( 749.0([99.7]( (
' ( Incongruent( 872.5([107.4]( 852.2([111.2]( (
'' (( (( (( (( (
Accuracy' Negative(prime( ( ( (
[raw'scores]' ( Congruent( 46.6([2.8]( 48.0([2.3]( (
' ( Incongruent( 43.2([3.8]( 44.8([3.6]( (
( Neutral(prime( ( ( (' ( Congruent( 47.0([2.9]( 48.6([1.5]( (
' ( Incongruent( 43.9([3.6]( 45.3([3.6]( (
























network( (CAN:( associated( areas( include( the( insula,( amygdala,( hypothalamus,( and( prefrontal( brain(










Results:( Preliminary( evidence( indicates( (i)( a( negative( correlation( between( RA( and( HRV( and( (ii)( a(















The(main( aim( of( this( thesis( was( to( investigate( and( further( the( knowledge( about( neurobiological(
correlates(of( aggression(and(emotion( regulation( in( children(and(adolescents.( The( first( aim(was( to(
examine(the(relationship(between(basal(ANS(activity(and(aggression(in(more(detail(than(has(been(done(
before.(We(therefore( included(a(comprehensive(assessment(of(ANS(activity(with( two(measures(of(
general( ANS( activity( (heart( and( respiration( rate)( and( two( measures( capturing( PNS( (heart( rate(
variability)(and(SNS((pre9ejection(period)(activity(separately,(while(considering(relevant(covariates(such(
as( smoking.( To( investigate( this( aim( we( followed( two( distinct( analyses( approaches:( a( categorical(













Portnoy(&( Farrington,( 2015).( This( is( surprising,( considering( the( statistical( power( based( on( a( large(
sample(size(which(tends(to(result(in(even(small(effects(to(become(significant.(However,(in(line(with(the(
present( findings,( a( recent( meta9analysis( reported( a( trend( showing( the( relationship( between( low(






controlling( for(covariates,(none(of( the(associations(remained(significant.( In(general,(our( findings(of(























which( is( well( known( from( emotion( research( when( examining( the( physiological( consequences( of(
expressive(suppression((Gross,(1998).((
Respiration(rate(is(the(most(accessible(of(the(four(ANS(parameters(we(examined,(in(terms(of(the(degree(
of( influence( and( control( one( can( exert( on( it.( Thus,( respiration( rate( is( a( particularly( interesting(
treatment(target.(For(instance,(slow(breathing,(in(the(range(of(6910(breaths(per(minute,(increases(HRV(
and( lowers( blood( pressure( (Russo,( Santarelli,( &( O’Rourke,( 2017).( The( higher( HRV( might( then( –(
according(to( the(neurovisceral( integration(model(–(support(emotion(regulation( (Mather(&(Thayer,(
2018)(and(help(to(reduce(stress(and(anxiety((Goessl,(Curtiss,(&(Hofmann,(2017).(
6.1(CD(Subtypes(
In( accordance( with( DSM95( and( previous( literature( (Fanti,( 2016),( we( investigated( the( impact( of(
















with(and(without(CU( traits(did(not(differ( in( terms(of( risk( for( future(and( stable( conduct(problems.(
Instead(a(multidimensional(assessment(of(psychopathy(was(more(suitable(to(predict(future(conduct(
problems( (Colins,(Andershed,( Salekin,(&(Fanti,( 2018).( Thus,( a(multidimensional(model(might( serve(
better( to( subtype( CD( and( to( differentiate( between( more( severe( groups( with( potentially( distinct(
physiological(profiles.(On(the(other(hand,(our(analysis(strategy(might(have(confounded(possible(effects(
of(CU(traits(on(ANS(activity.(Specifically,(we(did(not(differentiate(between(subtypes(of(CD(and(LPE(with(












Considering( the( high( prevalence( of( internalising( problems( in( antisocial( and( aggressive( individuals(
(Keenan,( Loeber,( &( Green,( 1999;( Polier,( Vloet,( Herpertz9Dahlmann,( Laurens,( &( Hodgins,( 2012),(
previous( findings( on( lower( HRV( in( these( populations,( might( have( been( due( to( the( co9occurring(
internalising(problems.(Thus,(it(might(be(hypothesised(that(the(alleged(emotion(regulation(problems(








study( investigating( implicit9controlled( emotion( regulation( (chapter( 4)( suggest( that( CD( might( be(
characterised( by( emotion( dysregulation.( Behaviourally,( CD( participants( performed( lower( on( the(
affective(Stroop(task(indicated(by(higher(error(rates(compared(to(the(typically(developing(participants.(
On(the(neural(level,(they(exhibited(a(lack(of(downregulation(of(left(amygdala(activity(during(task(trials(
with( higher( cognitive( load( and( increased( anterior( insula( activity( during( affective( Stroop( task(
performance.(Both(affected(regions(are(core(regions(of(the(CAN((Beissner(et(al.,(2013).(Hence,(the(
















instructive( at( this( point.( Although( antidepressants( exhibit( a( statistically( significant( difference(
compared(to(placebo,(the(difference(is(so(small(that(it(is(not(detectable(by(clinicians(and(thus(cannot(






the( stakes( in( the( field( of( antidepressants( are( higher( –( considering( the( detrimental( side( effects( of(






















at( the( lower( end( of( severity( of( the( p( factor.( In( contrast,( the( female( CD( group( with( internalising(
disorders(might(exhibit(a(higher(p(level(which(tends(to(be(characterised(by(comorbidities((Caspi(et(al.,(
















and( callous9unemotional( traits(being( linked( to( lower(ANS(activity( (Fanti,( 2016).(Our(data(does(not(
provide(evidence(for(such(associations.(In(conclusion,(also(the(reversed(approach(of(creating(groups(
of( individuals(based(on( resting(ANS(activity(does(not( account( for( substantial( variance( in( antisocial(
behaviour( and( comorbid(psychopathology.( The( finding( that(patients(were(equally(distributed(over(
both(clusters(highlights(the(limited(value(for(classifying(individuals(based(on(baseline(ANS(measures.(
However,(alternative(analysis(approaches(based(on(ANS(measures(might(reveal(groups(with(elevated(
psychopathology.( For( instance,( non9reciprocal( activation( of( both( ANS( branches,( id( est,( either(
concurrent( activation( or( inhibtion( of( the( SNS( and( PNS,( has( been( positively( linked( to( externalising(
behaviour( in( the( context( of( marital( conflict( (El9Sheikh( et( al.,( 2009).( Thus,( a( specific( screening( of(
individuals( with( non9reciprocal( ANS( activity( could( possibly( identify( groups( with( higher( levels( of(
psychopathology.(
6.3(HRV(and(Brain(Structure(
Based( on( the( scarce( literature( and( the( neurovisceral( integration(model,( we( hypothesised( to( find(
associations(between(resting(HRV(and(brain(structure(in(CAN(regions((including(the(insula,(amygdala,(
hypothalamus,(brain(stem(and(frontal(brain(regions).(In(line(with(our(hypothesis,(we(found(significant(







and( its( variability( (Winkelmann( et( al.,( 2016).( Additionally,( we( also( found( significant( negative(
correlations(between(HRV(and(gray(matter(volume(in(the(insula(and(amygdala(which(have(not(been(
reported(before.(However,(in(the(literature(on(functional(brain(correlates,(HRV(has(been(associated(








Although,( in( one( study( a( clinical( sample( was( included,( indicating( no( impact( of( the( presence( of(
emotional(problems(on(the(association(between(HRV(and(brain(structure((Woodward(et(al.,(2008),(we(
found(differences(in(the(associations(between(CD(patients(and(typically(developing(youths.(Whereas(
in( our( post9hoc( region( of( interest( analysis( the( gray( matter( volume( of( the( insula( and( the( right(
cingulate/medial( PFC(were(negatively( correlated(with(HRV( in(both(groups,( the(amygdala(was(only(
found(in(CD(patients(and(the(left( inferior(and(bilateral(middle(OFC(only(in(healthy(individuals(to(be(






Findings( regarding( the( covariate( smoking( should( be( considered( further.( The( positive( association(
between(smoking(and(antisocial(and(comorbid(psychopathology(is(in(line(with(prior(research((Jennings(
et(al.,(2013;(Pagani(et(al.,(2017;(Talati,(Keyes,(&(Hasin,(2016).((Smoking(influences(both(ANS(and(brain(
functioning.( Thus,( it(might(be(an( important( confounding( factor( in( the(neurobiological( research(on(





al.,( 2017;( Swan(&( Lessov9Schlaggar,( 2007).( Smokers(exhibit( functional( and( structural( alterations( in(
brain( regions( important( for( emotion( regulation,( such(as(multiple(PFC( regions,( the(ACC,( insula( and(
amygdala((Sutherland(et(al.,(2016;(Tang,(Tang,(&(Posner,(2013;(Vňuková,(Ptáček,(Raboch,(&(Stefano,(
2017;(Zhou(et(al.,(2017).(The(affected(regions(are(part(of(the(CAN,(and(overlap(with(regions(where(we(







have(a(much(higher( average(of( smoked( cigarettes(per(day,(more( than(20( times(higher( in( females(
compared(to(controls.(Studies( indicate(associations,(even( in( the( form(of(passive(smoking,(with(CD,(
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ADHD(and( internalising(disorders( (Bandiera,(Richardson,(Lee,(He,(&(Merikangas,(2011).(Hence,( the(





nasal( respiration( entrains( neural( oscillations( in( brain( regions,( such( as( the( olfactory( cortex,( the(
amygdala(and(hippocampus.(In(accordance(with(the(affected(brain(regions,(better(fear(discrimination(
and(memory(retrieval(have(been(linked(to(nasal(inspiration,(compared(to(the(oral(route(of(respiration(
(Zelano( et( al.,( 2016).( Based( on( the( disrupted( brain( regions( associated( with( smoking,( it( might( be(
hypothesised( that( smoking( obstructs( the( impact( of( nasal( respiration( on( brain( activity( in( regions(
implicated( in(emotional( and( cognitive(processes.( Thereby,( respiration(might(exert( less(modulatory(
influence( on( these( processes.( The( entrainment( of( neural( oscillations( through( respiration( is( one(
hypothesised(way(by(which(HRV(and(concurrently(emotion(regulation(are(enhanced((Mather(&(Thayer,(




aggression(and(emotion(regulation,( ranging( from(multiple(parameters(of( the(ANS,( together(with(a(
multitude(of(covariates,(to(functional(brain(correlates(as(well(as(the(interaction(between(the(brain(and(









on( the( same( sample:( a( categorical( and( a( dimensional( approach.( Increasing( evidence( suggests( the(






One( important( limitation( (chapter( 2( &( 3)( consists( in( using( baseline( ANS(measures( only.( Growing(
evidence(highlights(the(importance(of(ANS(reactivity(for(adaptive(functioning((Graziano(&(Derefinko,(



























aggression(and(antisocial( behaviour( it(might(be(even(more( important(–( considering( the( impact(of(
smoking( on( neurodevelopment.( Contrasting( findings( on( the( associations( between( HRV( and( brain(
structure( in( adult( compared( to( adolescent( samples,( warrant( the( investigation( of( developmental(
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aspects( regarding( heart9brain( connections( in( longitudinal( studies.( Further,( the( neurovisceral(
integration(model(posits(a( link(between( the(neural(underpinnings(of(emotion(regulation(and(HRV.(
Thus,(future(studies(on(the(neural(correlates(of(emotion(regulation(could(include(HRV(to(evaluate(this(
posited( relationship( further.( To( allow( a( more( comprehensive( understanding( of( the( interaction(
between(the(ANS(and(the(CNS,(future(research(should(include(several(ANS(measures(to(assess(if,(for(
instance,(HRV(figures(as(prominently(in(this(interaction(as(assumed(in(this(neurovisceral(integration(



















regulation.( Thus,( more( research( on( respiration( in( vulnerable( individuals( could( improve( current(
treatment(modalities.( Further,( the( result( indicating( that( comorbid( internalising(disorders( influence(
HRV(in(female(CD(patients(warrants(additional(investigation(and(consideration(of(specific(treatment(
needs.( Patients( with( CD( and( comorbid( internalising( problems( might( represent( a( more( severe(
psychopathological( subgroup,( possibly( reflected( by( a( higher( p( factor( (Caspi( et( al.,( 2014).(
Correspondingly,(HRV(might(function(as(a(transdiagnostic(biomarker(of(psychopathology(and(emotion(
regulation( problems.( On( the( other( hand,( it( should( be( emphasised( that( all( associations( between(
psychological(and(physiological(processes(should(be(interpreted(with(caution.(The(small(effects(which(
















in( CAN( regions,(which( are( involved( in( emotion( regulation.( Overall,(we( followed( the( suggestion( to(
interpret(ANS(findings(in(a(CNS(framework,(supported(by(the(neurovisceral(integration(model(as(well(
as(the(RDoC(framework((Beauchaine,(2015;(Beauchaine(&(Thayer,(2015).(Finally,(we(highlighted(the(
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